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Abstract: In the article the concept and characteristics of the architectural-urban canon in the wide time-

space range of artistic culture from the ancient time to the Middle Ages are offered. The canon is defined as 

relatively stable materially organized sum of architectural and urban forms, based on their variational 

repetition. In this sense an archaic city appears as a spatial model of an artistic picture of the world that is 

capable of accumulation, storage and communication of information about itself, its history and potentially 

informative possibilities.   
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I. Introduction 

The traditional classification of art usually begins with architecture.–the kind of art where artistic origin weaves 

with utilitarian. Consequently, the research, which studies the overall process of creating a culture within different 

types of art, can occur with a certain contrast of the utilitarian and aesthetic features. So it is logical to wonder 

whether architecture is a double phenomenon as a form of social existence, where a "real life" is on one hand and 

aesthetics– the decor of this "real life" – on the other, so that this life does not look gray and sad, like in the urban 

dormitories of the Soviet era? 

It seems that this point of view doesn’t contradict the established traditional ideas of nature and essence of 

architecture and its qualitative derivative – urban development. The main categories here are the traditional 

categories of space and time, this Kantian unity of the categories of reason, which are always better to be studied 

by exploring the history of culture of the ancient time as being operational. As for antiquity, time and space are 

forms of historical knowledge, that do not undergo changes in history, but every time acquire new meaning 

“across” the story, and this value is set by each historian again. 

Anyway, the aesthetic consciousness of both the ancient man and contemporary art critic is a subjective aspect of 

man’s aesthetic attitude to reality and has an expression in various forms of aesthetic perception, in experiences, 

feelings, tastes, judgments, pleasures, ideals. The objective beauty, ugliness, tragedy, comedy, excellence and 

other aesthetic manifestations of artistic reality find their specific reflection in these active forms of aesthetic 

subjectivity [1]. Since architectural and urban development is not least a form of aesthetic activity, it has the 

features of the subjectivity of artists engaged in this activity, with their aesthetic attitude to reality and the work, 

in which they are specialists. Time does not have authority over the artist, but the artist is keen on designating the 

expressiveness of time in history through their professional activity and, therefore, aesthetically. 

NikodimKondakov, the founder of Russian Byzantium art studies, wrote:  "Byzantium art and art form, produced 

by them, had, through this millenary, the same universal meaning – albeit of a different character – like the 

classical art, and likewise, combines so many different elements, developed under their aegis, that can be 

considered a type for a certain time "[2, p. IV]. Therefore, it is the typology of a certain time – of course, not only 

Byzantium, that allows to avoid chance, because, as it is known[3], incidents on a mass scale set themselves aside, 

their actions do not accumulate, but are compensated, and because of this mutually suppress each other. 

 

II.  Analysis of the concept of canon 

The typology of the diversity of material forms, which is based on the sum of particular features, which are more 

or less stable for a certain time, can be called a canon – a set of artistic techniques or rules ideologically binding 

and historically predetermined by practice of a particular era. 

The most useful for our work definition of the canon was given by Alexey Losev (1893-1988), historical 

researcher of culture and aesthetics of the ancient world. In the article "Canon" in the second volume of 

"Philosophical Encyclopedia" (1962), he emphasizes that in aesthetics canon is a collection of laws and rules, 

which is the norm and model for all artistic works of this kind, perceived mainly quantitatively, as the correlation 
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between the elements of the depicted human figures [4]. In another work – a small volume, but very important in 

content, – O. Losev gives the following definition of the canon: "Canon is a quantitative and structural model of 

an artistic product of such a style, which, being a particular socio-historical indicator, is interpreted as the principle 

of constructing a certain set of works. This model is a model and a criterion for a positive evaluation of works of 

art that embody the artistic canon "[5, p.15]. Accepting the concept of "canon" and this interpretation of it in 

general, it should be clarified that here we are talking primarily about the artistic canon, whose natural features 

cannot be mechanically transposed into the notion of an architectural-urban canon, since in the artistic canon there 

is no pragmatic component inherent in other canonicality forms.  

The canonicality is primarily characteristic of ancient and medieval arts. In the Ancient Egypt’s figurative art, the 

canon of the proportions of the human body was established; redefined by the ancient Greek classics, it was 

theoretically anchored by the sculptor Poliklet.In the Byzantine canon, known for the anonymous book 

“Interpretation for Painters”, the human body is measured by the size of the head. In the Gothic canon of the XIII 

century, artists picture human figures with the help of various types of schemes based on geometric shapes. The 

canons of the Renaissance period are partly returned to the ancient cosmological Pythagoreans and Platonism. 

Losev emphasizes the significance forthe essence of the canon of the category of the golden section, which was 

developed in the corresponding treatises of the Renaissance. 

 Viktor Bychkov (born in 1942) explains: "As a carrier of the traditions of certain artistic thinking and relevant 

artistic practice, the canon expressed the aesthetic ideal of a particular era, culture, people, artistic direction, etc. 

This is the productive role in the history of culture for the canon. When the changes of cultural and historical 

epochs cause the aesthetic ideal and the whole system of artistic thinking change, too, the canon of the past epoch 

slows down the development of art, prevents it from adequately expressing the spiritual and practical situation of 

his time. In the process of cultural and historical development this canon overcomes a new creative experience.In 

a particular work of art, the canonical scheme is not a carrier of its own artistic significance, arising on its basis 

in every act of artistic creativity or aesthetic perception "[6, p. 207-208]. 

 These explanations are based on the arguments of the doctor of art studies, Lazar Rempel (1907-1992), that 

werefirst published in a special article, included in the collection "The problem of the canon in the ancient and 

medieval art of Asia and Africa" (1973), in which, incidentally, the "canonical"article by O. Losev was published, 

too. In his article, Rempel notes, that the concept of canon provides two seemingly different meanings: the canon 

as a model for imitation and the canon as a rule, the fixation of the image and structure of the form. "However 

since the rule, expressed in the canon, is not pointless and is attributed to the sample, in which the artistic ideal 

finds its expression, both of these interpretations are the same thing in fact. The only difference is that in one case 

the canon appears as if from the outside, in the other – as though from within, in the context of its essence "[7, p. 

195]. That is, the canon acts as a code of fine rules and as an aesthetic ideal at the same time. Further L. Rempel 

notes that the development of art eventually goes through the established canons, and demolishes them from their 

path. But at the same time the canons remain as much a necessary form of development as their destruction. 

Rempel recommends considering canons as constitutions, "the basic laws" of the development of art. And 

therefore, the architectural and urban canons of ancient times, antiquity and the Middle Ages can also be defined 

as the basic laws of the formation of the human environment, as long traditions, built into the rule and system. 

 

ІІІ.  Architectural-urban canon 

At the intersection of these designations you can propose your own definition. It should be remembered that it is 

not so much about the professional, architectural and planning definition, as it is about socio-cultural. In the center 

of attention of the architectural and urban canon of antiquity and the Middle Ages, as it can be understood as a 

modern researcher, architecture and urbanism are not (this is the domain of scientific interest of architects and 

theorists of urban planning), and the culture of spatial fitting of social cohabitation, in our case, of ancient times. 

Consequently, the architectural and urban canonis: 1) a relatively stable materially organized sum of architectural 

and urban forms, based on their varied repetition; 2) the appropriate, logically determined basis or measure, which 

the architects adhere to, creating a living environment, not allowing themselves to go beyond the limits and 

adhering to the middle and moderation; 3) made by the joint efforts of the architect and the customer technological 

adoption of the creation of architectural forms (e.g. order systems) and architectural and urban architectural 

ensembles, based on the repetition of these forms in a different but monotonous way, created simultaneously or 

consistently for a certain time, under certain conditions and in a certain area. 

Despite the universality of application for any historical period of the concept of the architectural and urban canon 

that we have defined, it should be emphasized that this definition is oriented on a long time with its undeveloped 

typology of buildings and structures, rather primitive character of building materials and structures, simplified 

nature of the exploitation of buildings and structures, and – instead – the elegance of the spiritual life, its 

considerable hierarchy, the religiosity of ideological landmarks, and so on. However, the definition, removal of 

extra religious-dogmatic reminiscences, allows you to focus on the material historical and cultural in general and 

the architectural and urban in particular. 
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Given the proposed definition, it is necessary to distinguish the main characteristics of the architectural and urban 

canon in the European culture of the Ancient World and the Middle Ages: 

1) the stability in a certain time and variability in a certain space, with time and space fixed in a certain 

territory (in our context, it is the Ancient World and Middle Ages in Europe); 

2) the continuity of the plots and spatial and spatial features that, with the evolution of urban planning (in 

our context – from the ancient polis to the Roman and early European cities), on the one hand, inherit 

the tradition of the previous "architectural chronotope", on the other hand – differ from her aside if not 

general cultural, then more civilized organization; 

3)  the constancy of the receptivity of methods and conditions as a customer and an architect for a long 

time, so long as the constancy of cultural-civilizational forms allows separating the completion of one 

canon from the formation of another canon that evolves or revolutionary inherits the previous one; 

4) the universality of the use of plasters and volumetric spatial methods formed as a canon to urban 

development of any character and scale: city, urban framework (squares, streets), urban fabric (public 

and residential buildings), urban garden, country estate, etc. ; 

5)  the cadre character, which is the presence of a complex of recurring features and cannot be repeated in 

those or other city-building formations for a certain time and in a certain territory; 

6) a stable sign of the materialization of cultural phenomena in the history of peoples and territories – 

according to O. Spengler, these are two historical cycles, the ancient (Egypt – Greco-Roman antiquity) 

and the new (Oriental culture – Western culture), having three stages – cultural, cultural and 

civilizational; according to K. Marx – consecutive in time socio-economic formations; 

7) stratification (the true hierarchy of the elements of the phenomenon in spite of the supposed declaration 

of their equality) manifestation, the dialectical principle of development from small to significant, and, 

all the signs laid down in a significant, exist in the small, that is, in the planning of the squares and streets 

there are the same techniques and principles as and in the planning of the city as a whole, which are 

manifested on the same methodological basis, but with different aesthetic and functional potentials; 

8)  modeling within the framework of accepted and admissible, the desire for autochthonous at the expense 

of the universal, economic at the expense of artistic, economical at the expense of expense, 

"monochrome" due to "picturesque" in one word – simplified at the expense of the complicated one; 

9) the aesthetics, which does not allow the canon to stagnate in itself, and with the complication of the 

object of urban research (in the complexity of its architectural elements) works as a way to overcome the 

inhibitions in the public consciousness and individual consciousness of the customer and architect. 

According to Professor Alexei Gutnov (1937-1986), the city emerges as a process occurring in a particular spatial 

environment, and not as an environment taken in itself, as if the inert spatial shell of this process. This 

"socialization" and "humanization" of the city as an object of design and research is the main distinctive feature 

of the present stage of the evolution of urban planning thinking."It [evolution] is more and more clearly perceived 

by the explorers of the city and cannot but affect the practical activities of the city planner" [8, p. 41]. Obviously, 

the notion of the city as a process, and not of the environment, can be explored from the modern stage to the 

ancient period, and there, in ancient and medieval times, will also be the main distinctive feature of urban thinking. 

This argument should be supported, since the quality of the stability / variability in the chronotope, continuity, the 

constant assimilation of receptions and conditions, the universality of application, the character of recurring 

features, the persistent signs of the materialization of cultural phenomena, the stratification of manifestations, 

modeling within the limits of accepted and aesthetics are inherent not so much to the city as the environment, how 

much the city is as a development process. 

Keeping the dialectic approach, it should be noted that the periodicity of the artistic process, which exists along 

with canonicality, is distinguished by various art historians – from Giorgio Vasari and enlighteners of the 

eighteenth century, from Romantics and Hegel to Oswald Spengler –has signs of origins, heyday, decline, and 

then again origins,heyday and decline. From the time of German romantics, according to Valery Prokofiev, one 

can observe the general orientation of the history of art and the history of culture as a kind of natural-sequential 

movement and ascent, in which there are no "irregularities", no "failures", but there is only a change in various 

"forms of beauty "[9] is always positive and convincing. 

The application of the concept of an architectural-urban canon with a list of its operational characteristics avoids 

such an artificial "decoration" of the history of culture and art. Here it is worth to emphasize the peculiarities of 

the application of the architectural-urban canon definition, formulated by us, along with related concepts, model, 

paradigm, sample, standard, "architectural etiquette". These terms and concepts refer to the concept of 

architectural-urban canon as a species to the genus: they are included in this concept as a methodological basis, 

as a toolkit for the study of certain phenomena and phenomena of the ancient and medieval world. 

To determine the architectural and urban canon given above, the concept of Yuri Lotman (1922-1993) on the art 

as one of the varieties of modeling activity contained within its "secondary modeling systems" theory was 

instructive. In order for the results of people’s modeling activities to be perceived as analogues of the object, they 

must be subordinated to certain rules of analogy [10]. He further notes that the information contained in the work 
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of art is inseparable from the language of its modeling and its structure as a sign-model. Consequently, the 

structural nature of the work of art, and thus of the works of architecture, is not an external "form", which, however 

speaking of its "unity" with the content, can be alienated from this content. It is the implementation of the 

information contained in its model. Lotman introduces the concept of "artistic behavior", which is a synthesis of 

practical and conditional. 

The architectural-urban canon –in the sense of the "secondary modeling system" –is a sign of the high stability of 

the complex of artistic models for a very long time, which is an interesting phenomenon itself, based on either the 

stability of aesthetic representations of ordinary people of different generations or discrete customers who raised 

the bar of the city space organization so high,that lowering it contradicts the common sense. 

The proposed concept is related to the notion of architectural etiquette proposed by A. Puchkov. According to 

him, architectural etiquette consists of representations about: 1) how one or another course of events should take 

place in forming the architectural forms (social and world-building aspect); 2) how customers and architects 

should behave according to their state of the society (professional aspect); 3) how and in what forms the results 

of the architect's creative activity should be fixed on the earth's surface, which does not contradict the non-creative 

activity of the customer (phenomenal aspect). In other words, the notion of "architectural etiquette" covers the 

etiquette of the world order, the etiquette of professional behavior, the etiquette of architectural forms. The author 

further emphasizes that, "speaking in modern language, the architect is a kind of social ceremonial master, but 

participating in the ceremony, in which he is involved, is strongly encouraged by the residents who are dedicated 

to the" mystery "of how this ceremony will unfold. In addition, it is the etiquette that allows you to imagine (that 

is, to reconstruct) the cumulative image of the true creator of architectural forms of antiquity: an architect among 

people of various ranks and different states "[11, p. 605]. Unlike A. Puchkov, the concept proposed by us is 

oriented not on the architect as a specialist on the creation of architectural and urban forms, but on a 

society,whoseform of architectural and urban activity is, according to Hegel, stable and, at the same time, changing 

urban space, which may be covered by the concept we have proposed. In our case, this is an imaginary, to some 

extent, hypothetical scientific model of society, which is considered from its planning and organizational side. 

 

IV. Conclusions 

Consequently, the notion of the architectural-urban canon introduced by us to the scientist himself is a scientific 

model representing the means of cognition, organized in the appropriate way by the intelligence of both the 

researcher and the reader. However, it should be remembered that the power of true art is that it gives us a choice 

where life does not, and the more art aspires to live, the more conditional it is [10]. 

So, let's say, the human activity, which re-proves the Pythagorean theorem every year, looks absurd at first, but if 

it comes to a school teacher, it becomes meaningful. 

It should be added that the canon is nonindividual in nature and, more importantly, has a socialized character, that 

is, goes beyond the unit to the general one, and when it becomes the basis of the general artistic reflection, it turns 

into a core structure, within which each individual gesture of the artist manifests itself as a general, and not as a 

single one. In such a way, the architectural and urban canon acquires the features of an individual: the individual 

does not allow it to disappear, the general does not allow the artist to fall out of tradition. 

The proposed categorical apparatus allows us to investigate: a) the "material" aspect of the problem, that is, the 

architectural-urban form; b) the aspect of "mental", that is, the artistic image of this form in the minds of 

contemporaries and descendants, as well as the artistic mode of this or that manifestation of the architectural and 

urban form in the history of culture; c) the architectural and urban canon as a modern reflection of the complex of 

ideas about the architecture and urban development of the Ancient World and the Middle Ages. 

If we distract from the antique-medieval time (which is thesphere of our study), we can prove the scientific 

efficiency of the listed characteristics of the architectural-urban canon in modern conditions, by virtue of which 

historical continuity is considered today as one of the main factors in the formation of urban systems. 
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